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Call for Articles

The editorial board of 'shikshya Sandesh', an official publication of FOE, PNC,

Pokhara, invites articles for upcoming combine volume of 4-9, year 2017 by the end of BS

2074 Chaitra 1l (March 25,2018). The publication aims to serve as a forum for educational

practitioners, both professionals and academicians promoting educational innovations for an

efficient and effective teaching learning.

General guidelines for the submission of manuscript
1. Manuscript must be typed either in Times New Roman 12pt. or in Nepali Preeti14 pt.

fontwith doubled line spacing, and using MS Word 2007 or 2010 version.

2. Manuscript should be limited within the range of 3000 to 5000 words.

3. The title of the article should be clear, precise, informative and limited within 15

words.

4. The research article must include statement of problem, hypothesis/research

question/objectives, methodology/methods, literature review/synthesis, theoretical

framework, discussion of results and implication/suggestions along with the abstract

of 150-250 words and keywords of maximum 5 to 7 words or phrases.

5. The manuscript should not promote violence and antisocial environment in the

society.

6. Manuscripts collected from contributors will be reviewed from the respective peer

reviewers of the roster.

7. Formatting and citation should be based on APA 10tr; style.

Note: The manwcripts submitted must nol have been published or processedfor publication elsewhere. The

papers published in it become the properly ofFOE, PNC. The editorial board has right to accept or reiect the

manuscripts with due reasons. In case of plagiarismfault, the author has to bear the entire resporuibility.

Correspondence should be made to: shikshyasandesh@pncampus.edu.np

(Chief Editor)

Prof. ShobhaKanta Lamichhane, Ph.D.


